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General assembly offer
PHYSICAL, VIRTUAL, HYBRID, MULTI-SITE
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 Klipso AG

 Digitization of General Assemblies

 An offer that integrates the timeline and key stages of your assemblies

 A complete and secure platform

 A simple, turnkey offer

 Packages and pricing

 Overview

 Formatted content

 User space

 Appendix
 Virtual General Meeting Room

 Global voting management

 Hybrid Assembly: principles

 Access to the AG: data and voting security

 Postal voting

 Examples

 Moderator interface

 Examples of project management and workflow
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THINK ERGONOMICS
A unified experience

MANAGING COMPLEXITY
A robust service and technical expertise

FOCUS ON INTERACTION
With voters

Our UI-UX designers have created interfaces designed 
for the virtual world: user journeys, simplicity, 
ergonomics, browser compatibility, and mobile-friendly 
formats. A centralized technology where on-site and 
virtual communication converge.

Supporting the assembly from A to Z: data 
security, sign-ins, voting, capturing, 
authentication: We assist participants in 
ensuring the smooth running of voting sessions.

Knowing how to recreate the experience means mastering 
physical or remote interaction. Our "low latency" video 
system (less than one second with live streaming) allows 
for seamless voting and exchanges that are also in real-
time.

They trust us for the GA

*ui (user interface)
ux (user experience)
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Our technology enables you to meet your statutory 
obligations to hold an assembly. Above all, it provides a 
real safety net for all or part of your participants in the 
event of a strike, health crisis, or other force majeure 
circumstances.

A necessity of organization

More participants

By extending the possibilities of remote access (virtual GA) 
to your participants, assessors, and organizers, or even by 
extending the timeframes through dematerialized postal 
voting, you de facto allow for greater participation and 
better attainment of quorums.
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Online registration, moderation, verification matching with preloaded 
database, creation of authenticated access...

Generation of confirmation emails, follow-up emails. Dynamic 
emails based on rights and paths/actions.

Provision of documents prior to the GA after participant authentication. Online 
distribution and consultation.

 I am participating in person.
 I am participating remotely.
 I wish to delegate my voting rights.
 I wish to vote by correspondence.

 Management of proxies (declarative or selection from a known database).
 Limitation of proxies/taking into account voting weight per individual.
 Limitation by delegation, group, or entity.
 Management of quorums (blocking minorities, groups...).

PRE-REGISTRATION

EMAILS

FILES

PATHWAY SELECTION

PROXIES MANAGEMENT

Fully virtual or hybrid assembly (virtual and in-person) with dematerialized postal 
voting.

Management of interactivity with participants in discussion spaces and/or 
question-and-answer sessions.

Real-time voting results including by group.

VIRTUAL LIVE AG ROOM

INTERACTIVITY

LIVE RESULTS

Aggregation of results, exports, Compliance with GDPR processes.DATA MANAGEMENT

Pathway selection
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 Customized web platform with client's visual identity

 Authentication and identification of profile information 

(Structure, necessary usual information, powers...)

 High-quality audio/video streaming - Adaptation according to 

participants' network and device used

 Real-time display of content and votes - Real-time display of 

results possible

 Module available for asking questions (with organizer 

moderation)
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1 TURNKEY WEBSITE:

 Registration

 Choice of pathways

 Postal voting

 Proxy delegation...

2 A VIRTUAL AG PAGE ON THE DAY OF THE VOTE

Live transmission of the AG with presentation of resolutions, 
votes, and real-time interactions
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3 PACKS = Three distinct offers for three types of general assembly

AG BASIC (Only web)

PE + Online Voting Space:

AG LIVE (Hybride GA possible)

BASIC + Youslide Live :

AG LIVE + Hybride GA possible)

BASIC + LIVE audience

For a digitized GA and secure online voting accessible during a 
date range that you define.

For a digitized GA and secure real-time voting (virtual and in-
person on mobile, tablets, and smartphones)

For a digitized GA and secure real-time voting with video player, 
interactivity, and presentation of motions for real-time voting (virtual 
and in-person on mobile, tablets, and smartphones)

Functional Scope

Before:
Web platform

Live:
Vidéo content

Module for voting within a 
KLIPSO form

(The live is managed by the client)

Live:
Interactivity

Management:
Back-Office

SMS voting on YOUSLIDE

Standard back-office: Importation of the members' databaseModule for voting within a 
KLIPSO form

-

-

Selection of the postal voting mode YOUSLIDE

Audience page with live streaming

Page Audience page with online voting and included chat

Standard back-office: Importation of the members' database

Selection of the postal voting mode YOUSLIDE

Real-time voting with Interactivity Module, virtual room for voters 
but no video/streamingVery simple GA, no video or real-time voting GA with Interactivity Module: real-time voting + virtual room with 

live video streaming
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AG BASIC AG LIVE AG LIVE +
SIMPLE ONLINE VOTING SPACE BASIC + Live INTERACTION AG LIVE + VIRTUAL & VIDEO

For a digitized general assembly and secure online 
voting accessible during a date range that you 

define.

For a digitized general assembly and secure real-time 
voting (virtual and in-person on mobile, tablets, and 

smartphones)

For a digitized general assembly and secure real-time 
voting with video player, interactivity, and presentation 
of motions for real-time voting (virtual and in-person on 

mobile, tablets, and smartphones)

KEY FEATURES

License, hosting of your database & secure data management   
Formatting of your GA contents (texts, guidelines, legal documents)   
Customization of the platform to your colors   
Integration of member and guest database - Integration of your resolutions   
Document Space   
Pathway selection   
Asynchronous resolution voting form   
Declarative transmission of proxies   
Email communications to your audience   
Standard transactional emails   
Back office training (1 hour)   
Live voting platform accessible on phone, tablet, computer   
Email communications for LIVE voting:   
Customization of the theme for the LIVE virtual voting room   
Secure and personalized access to the LIVE platform   
Video player and interactive LIVE audience room   
Remote monitoring of the live event for voters   
Remote monitoring of the live event for guests   
Real-time remote voting   
Real-time in-person voting   
Real-time chat (with moderation)   
Real-time display of votes for each resolution   
A dedicated administration back office   
Back office training (1 hour)   

MAIN SERVICES

Dedicated project manager:   
Technical administrator support at the start of the LIVE event (2 hours)   

From 2100 €
Please refer to the detailed pricing conditions.
Base price for showcase website, 100 voters / 1 hour of live, excluding streaming costs 3680 € 5250 €From From

 included Option Not available in the package
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OPTIONS

 Included Option Not available in package

Audio-video capture, streaming, and production   

We provide on-site streaming and capture or production of multiple streams (e.g., webcams + on-site capture)

Video recording of GA
  

Audiovisual production of your assembly
  

Integration of your remote speakers into the live broadcast
  

Multi-language platform (interpretation)
  

Streaming to participants
  

Video recording of the session provided after the AG - raw without post-production
  

Specific rules to your statutes (blocking minority, weighted quorum, management of colleges)
  

Management of multiple general assemblies (multi-entity) during your event
  

Hotline for participants   

Customized support   

AG BASIC AG LIVE AG LIVE +
SIMPLE ONLINE VOTING SPACE BASIC + LIVE INTERACTION LIVE AG + VIRTUAL & VIDEO
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 Your visuals

 Your texts

 Your documents

 ... And your GA platform is ready!
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Language selection

Countdown timerContent space

Online PDFs

Smooth menu

Name and date of the GA

Custom banner
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Expandable block templates

Choice of font and colors
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Online account 
activation

Username and 
password

registration

Restitution de mot de 
Password recovery

Legal notice
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Online video test
Browser 

verification

Online sound test

Countdown

Direct access

Logout
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Online PDFs

Choice of voting
type

Access to online 
voting

Back home
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Appendix
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A cutting-edge modern interface that dynamically evolves throughout the assembly to provide a seamless user experience.

The focus is on voting, while 
the video may be minimized.

Possibility to detach 
blocks to a second 

computer screen

Hide chat

Participant 
authentication

Customizable
welcome block

Other views, for 
example Picture-

in-PictureLow-latency video* 
for seamless 

interaction

*Streaming technology allowing less than 1 second 
between live and broadcast

Contextual help

Reports, debates, interventions...

The space is given to the video of the speakers 
and to the presentation of materials.

Resolution voting
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At the same time, e-voters can 
vote from their computers in the 
virtual room

Synchronized hybrid voting in-person and virtual

When a vote is triggered in the room, 
participants vote via their mobile 
phones (direct access from their 
space via mobile without 
installation)

The results are automatically synchronized in real-time and can 
be displayed simultaneously in the virtual room and on the large 

screen in the physical room
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Holding both a physical and virtual assembly at the same time

Speakers Moderator

Voting attendees & guests

VIRTUAL TECHNOLOGY
CLOUD INTEGRATION *

Internet

Votes and interactivity

Auditorium

The remote PRESENTERS have access to an interface
allowing them to control their presentations. They are
connected and speak facing their webcam or capture
device. Those in the auditoriums are captured by the
camera and the entire event is broadcast to participants;

The MODERATORS who validate audience messages
and/or facilitate interactivity can be in the auditorium or
remote, or both if multiple moderators.

The AUDIENCE receives the video and presentations in
real-time on their computer and can interact via the
interactivity modules and of course vote on resolutions.
Their feed is synchronized with that of the room.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Many options can be added to the setup (translation,
multipoint capture, online recording of participants, e-
commerce, etc.).

So it's the possibility of a "normal time" face-to-face GA
with a few remote participants, or the opposite in case of
force majeure.
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From authentication to rights management or vote uniqueness, our systems ensure the 
reliability of the management rules in place.

Access Security:

 Participant authentication via a single account

 Identification of their voting weight at the moment

 Duplicate control (given power, postal vote..)

 Unique access line

Attendance:

 Declarative attendance

 Extraction of the connected base

 Tracking back office of the connected and associated total voting weight

Example of instant report
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Give your participants the option to vote by correspondence: increase participation by 
providing more flexibility;

Multi-entity example

Dynamic pathways with the possibility to insert:

 Texts of resolutions
 Videos
 PDFs
 Images

Have your participants vote before the GA or during a 
specific period:

 Management possible for multi-entities
 A member can vote for multiple entities
 Mail sending possible, processing by the organization

Confirmation 
of the choice 
to give proxy

 Integration of proxies by the client in the Back Office upon receipt of the confirmation 
email declaring the transmission of a proxy

 Reintegration of a proxy to an individual who has already voted

Example of possible workflow:

Declarative input field 
for giving proxy to an 

individual

Automatic email sent to 
the participant and the 

client
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Example of participant emails

Example of online form and pathway

Example of voting for board 
members
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Examples of dashboards
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Allows moderators to moderate audience 
messages

Displayed Messages: 
Preview of the 
questions wall

Sending questions to a commission president

Live Messages: 
Real-time receipt of 

questions

Moderation and Question Selection

Moderated Messages: Choosing questions and the 
ability to edit them

Virtual participant interface

Interface modérateur
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